Combining Security & Technology with High Capacity
Standard Change-Makers, Inc. is pleased to introduce their
latest offering in Rear Load change machines with the new
MC600RL-DA Series. Standard has utilized the superior
cabinet strength and security for which they are known and
integrated the technology & versatility of their Modular Series
changers, making for the perfect combination!
These new change machines feature multiple configurations
that allow for higher coin capacities and a new cabinet design
that removes the weight of the coins from the door. These
features are housed in a heavy duty, welded steel cabinet with
two (2) crank style locks and Medeco™ lock plugs, providing
superior security.
These machines are perfect for those busy weekends when you
need to provide lots of change to your customers!

The MC600RL-DA Series includes:
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Two Bill Validators - choice of: Coinco, CPi (Mars) with 1,000 bills stackers on each
Multiple Hopper Configurations (see chart below) that
provide higher capacities and different coin dispensing
options
Dual Redundancy Feature - allows all bill acceptors and coin
dispensers to communicate with each other (Built-In
Back-Up)
Welded Steel Cabinet with Stainless Steel faceplate and
applied Lexan graphics decal
EF+ Module for programming, auditing and reporting
features. Includes Remote Notification Feature
Two (2) Crank Locks with Medeco Lock Plugs
Two Year Limited Warranty
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For more information - contact your local Standard Change-Makers’
distributor. We can help you locate a distributor by calling us at:
1-800-968-6955

* 3.2K (3,200) Quarter Hoppers
can be upgraded to 5.2K (5,200)
Quarter Hoppers for additional
capacity

MC620RL-DA

34” 29.25” 18”

365 lbs.

2

18,000 Qtrs / $4,500

MC630RL-DA

34” 29.25” 18”

370 lbs.

3

15,400 Qtrs / $3,850

MC640RL-DA

34” 29.25” 18”

370 lbs.

4

12,800 Qtrs / $3,200

* Faceplate extends 2” on all four sides of cabinet
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